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ABSTRACT
The current research study attempts to identifyperformance measure of small business
ventures by focusing on the role ofentrepreneurship in management practices to explain the
performance of smallbusiness enterprises in Lagos State, and by doing so develops
conceptual modelsof small venture performance in manufacturing industry within its
uniquecondi t ions.  Af ter  rev iewing theory and research on smal l  venture
performancemeasures in general and in manufacturing industries in particular, we
proposethat performance measures of small business ventures constitute a combinationof
short-term and long-term measures. Furthermore, both types of measuresinclude both
subjective and objectives dimension. Using data from a survey of55 workers from an
enterprise in Lagos State, we found out that thecharacteristics of entrepreneurs have a
strong impact on the performance ofsmall business enterprises in Lagos State as the
majority of the respondentsgenerally supported the research proposition. The study
emphasizes theimportance of mapping the ventures achievements, allocating resources,
anddeveloping managerial skill to improve its performance and ability to survivein the long
run. 
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
This project takes a broad look on the smallbusiness enterprises and their effect
employment generation in Lagos State  performance, evidence from Charles Isimemeand
Son Nigeria Limited, Sharon House, Plot 6, Bisi Oluwole Crescent, AgbadoLagos.
Management practices of small business enterprises is a type of businesswhich does not
require any legal procedures and can be owned and managed by oneman or by group of
friends as the case may be. In Nigeria, the Third NationalDevelopment Plan (1975-1980)
Defines a small business enterprise as amanufacturing or service organization which
employs not more than 10 people.
In addition, the individual research unit of theObafemi Awolowo University (1987) defines it
as “One whose total assets orcapital is less than 50,000 Naira and employing fewer than 50
fulltimeworkers”. Glosetal (1976) referred to it.
Skill of motivating employees that will enablethe employees work towards achieving great
success.
Skill to tackle problem before they arise i.e agood sales manager should have the foresight
to see problems that can arise inthe future and should take appropriate safeguard.
Time management skills which involves managerworking under tight schedule and has to
keep up to the deadlines fixed by theclients, he has to have exceptional time management
skills.
A sales manager has to be diplomatic and tactfulso that he can easily mediate the internal
conflict that arises time to time inevery company.
Negotiating skills which involve a sales managerproperly negotiating with the customers as
well as with the employees.



ADVERTISEMENTMANAGEMENT
Advertisement contributes immensely in promotingthe total sales of the business. Earlier
advertisements used to appear in printmedia or electronic medical that is in the newspaper
or in TV, radio andcinema. But nowadays, advertisements are being displayed on vehicle
like buses,taxis and in public place like shopping mail and streets. 
Reach of advertisements has further been widenedby arising of TV commercial and by
advertising in company webs and otherwebsites. Advertising creates public awareness
about the particular product,which results in increase in sales and in turn increases profits.
So,advertisement management plays a vital role in the success of a small business.
PROMOTINGSMALL BUSINESS FOR GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS THROUGH BEST
PRACTICES
The ultimate in competitiveness through bestpractices is the ability of the firm to gain and
sustain competitive advantagesover its rival at least in some areas of its operations so as to
succeed intoday’s highly competitive business world. This advantage may derive from
alowest cost position, which a firm enjoys in the industry while realizingbetter-than average
returns on its investments. On the other hand, a firm maygain a competitive advantage by
offering products or services with greaterdifferentiation, which customers perceive as unique
and attractive and are,therefore, willing to pay premium prices for them.
These two broad – based options (low coststrategy and product differentiation strategy) for
achieving strategicadvantage dominated the scene for decades before the recent
emergence of speedor quick response as an important form of competitive edge. This is the
abilityof a firm to respond to customer needs faster than competition. A firm musthold at
least one of these options in order to succeed and earn above averagereturns on its
investments. A firm that earns more than one of them is in aparticularly strong competitive
advantage when customers perceive that its products or services are better than those ofits
rivals. An enterprises can, however, create this perception in numerousways, including those
mentioned briefly above. Studies have shown that in thelong run, an enterprise that is unable
to have one or more of these competitiveadvantages most probably cannot earn above
normal or average profit (Dess andMiller, 1993). This is so because performance that results
in only normalprofits is not particularly noteworthy or attractive since normal profits arejust
average. It is necessary for enterprise, large or small, to strive toperform and earn above
normal profits through “pursuit of advantage that is nowthe central theme of strategic
management at the business level”. He furtheremphasized this point in his article
“competitive advantage: The cornerstone ofstrategic thinking”, where he stated.
The processof strategic management is coming to be defined, in fact, as themanagement of
competitive advantage i.e as a process of identifying, developingand taking advantage of
enclaves in which a tangible and perceivable businessadvantage can be achieved.
Since SMEs compete in the same markets with theirlarge rivals offering the lowest prices
can be successful in some instances,but it can be a dangerous approach to building a
competitive advantage. Bytheir nature, SMEs have special advantages over their large rivals
that enhancetheir creating competitive advantages using factors other than low cost.



The existing firms, whether small or large, typicallydo not welcome new competitors and may
adopt various tactics to discourage newentrants to the market, the entrepreneur who wants
to break into an existingmarket requires to fortify himself with some strategy advantage or
‘entrywedge’ to do successfully. Before selecting such a strategy, it is necessaryfor the
entrepreneur to recognize and understand the underlying forces ofcompetitive pressure so
that he or she best position his or her enterprise tocope with the industry environment,
otherwise, he or she would find it verydifficult to create a competitive advantage. A renowned
marketing and strategicmanagement expert, Michael Porter, in his work competitive
advantage, presentsfive marketing forces that collectively determine the nature and degree
ofcompetitive in the industry:
i.Bargainingpower of buyers
ii.Threat ofsubstitutes
iii.Bargainingpower of suppliers
iv.Rivalry amongexisting competitors 
v.Threat of newcompetitors
Depending on the circumstances in a givenindustry, the power of buyers and the threat of
substitutes influence theprices that competing firms charge. The bargaining ability of
powerfulsuppliers’ impacts on the cost of raw materials and other inputs just as theintensity
of competition influences prices as well as cost of doing business inareas such as product
development, sales force, advertising, plant and soforth. The threat of entry puts a limit on
prices and shapes the requiredinvestment in order toward off new entrants (Moore and
Petty, 1997).
As “A wholesales whose annual sales do not exceed9.5 million dollars is a small business”.
A manufacturing company that does nothave more that 250 employees is ordinarily
classified as a small scaleenterprise and under some circumstances it remains in that
classification eventhough it employs up to 1000 workers.
Management practices of small scale enterprises arehowever very important in the Nigerian
economy and it would not beoverstatement to say that are the foundations upon which the
large business arebuilt.
Some of the importances are listed below:
·Theyconstitute the very basis of the national economy.
·They initiatethe development of local technology.
·They providean effective means of stimulating indigenous entrepreneurship.
·They fostergreater employment creation per unit capital invested.
·They help tomitigate rural-urban migration.
Having defined small scale enterprises, emphasiswill now be placed on sourcing of funds,
promotional mix and marketing. The situationquite easy to state but the task of
accomplishing it requires the combinationof many resources of the organization which would
be communicated in form ofmessages to the consumer and Nigeria as a country. This will
lead to increasein the business profit. Small scale enterprises sources for funds from
friends,relatives and personal income but sometimes find it difficult to secure loansfrom



banks they have no collateral securities.
PromotionalMix: Is made up of advertising, personal selling, publicityand sales promotion. It
is obvious that a business cannot exist in isolation ofthe society in which it operates.
Therefore, promotional activities and sourceof fund should view with all seriousness and its
importance is immeasurable andunlimited in the processing and marketing of goods and
services.
1.2STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Management practices of small scale enterpriseshas a lot of positive impact on performance
and such impact includes processing,distribution and marketing of products to the
consumers in the desired quantitythrough middlemen or directly to the consumers. However,
this service could behindered by the following factors:
Ø   Financial Shortage: Capital is in short because thebusiness lacks the collateral security
to enable it secure loans for expansionand this impose a serious constraints on the aspirants
of the entrepreneurs andbusiness ventures.
1.3      OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
Ø   Todetermine if advertising is effective in the promotion of sales in smallbusiness
enterprises.
Ø   To ascertain whether sales will improve in futureif there is further improvement in
innovation.
Ø   To know the extent to which SBEs have contributedto improvement on the industrial
productivity in Nigeria.
In the course of this study, the researcherrecognized the hostile economic climate of the
country as a result of thegovernment economic policy and its effect on the business. The
report willfocus mainly on the following:
The impact of unstable policies introduced by thegovernment and its effect on process and
fund management. This impact of theunstable exchange rate on the economy causing
inflation and loss in moneyvalue.
The distribution policy of the economy and itseffect on the business. The effect of some
government agencies on managementpractices of small scale enterprises. To offer advise
on how managementpractices of small scale enterprises could increase its profit and also
how itcan survive by procuring enough funds, through marketing activities necessitatethis
study.
1.4RESEARCH QUESTIONS
·Do small andMedium scale enterprise create more employment opportunities for the
citizenry?
·Do small andmedium scale enterprises generate more income for the government?
1.5RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
1.Ho:Small and medium scale enterprises do not create more employment opportunitiesfor
the citizenry.
Hi: Smalland medium scale enterprises creates more employment opportunities for
thecitizenry.



2.Ho:Small and medium scale enterprises do not generate more income for thegovernment.
Hi:Small and Medium Scale Enterprises generate more income for the government.
1.6SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Nigeria organization regularly spend huge sum ofmoney and other resources on processing
and promotional strategies. The studyof the effective processing and promotion strategies
for product is to identifythe areas that can be improved upon and maximize the returns on
promotionalactivities. This study is aimed at encouraging management practices of
smallscale enterprises to look into future rather than limiting its ideas on thepresent
happening in the country.
It is viewed that most management practices ofsmall scale enterprises in the next few years
find it difficult to replacetheir machinery and equipment because of high replacement cost
even though theyhave been making profit in the past, it could lead to the fold up of
manybusiness and as such the consumer will suffer because small scalingdistribution of
resources and products is even.
1.7LIMITATION OF STUDY
This study covers areas of Ogun State and will berestricted to Charles Isimeme and Sons
Nigeria Limited, Sharon House, Plot 6,Bisi Oluwole Crescent Richard Olagoke Street, Alli-
Ishiba Igbala, Sango- Otta,Ogun State.
The management practices of small scale enterprisesis a business that can be set up with
some amount of capital which isrelatively scarce and difficult to raise. Also, there is limited
time availablefor this study coupled with academic work. It cannot be studied in a
singlestudy, however the availability of raw materials and human resources and typesof
funds are relevant to this type of business.
1.8DEFINITION OF TERMS
Small scale enterprises serve as a good startingpoint for young entrepreneurs. They have
some special characteristics thatdistinguish them from large ones. People go into such
business to make money oras a result of inheritance, others find themselves in small
businesses due tojob dissatisfaction or desire for independence. For the purpose of
thisresearch work, there will be need to defines the following terms as they willbe used
interchangeably.
·Business:There is the sum total of the organized efforts by which people engaged
incommerce and industry provides the goods and services needed to maintain andimprove
the standard of living and quality of life to which each of us mayaspire.
·Entrepreneur: This is the individual or group who engages in business undercapitalistic
system to earn to a profit anticipating and satisfying the needsand wants of the people.
·Marketing:This consists of those efforts which affect transfer in ownership of goods
andcare for their physical distribution.
·Marketing Mix:  This refers to the combination of decision elements in a
company’sprogrammes.
·Selling:This refers to the functions and activities undertaken to secure the ‘scale’
ordistribution of the quality and design of the products manufactured by a firmamong



consumers.
·Sales Promotion: This includes “those marketing activities andpublicity, that stimulate
consumer purchasing and dealer effectiveness, such asdisplays, shows and expositions,
demonstration, and various non recurrentselling effort not in the ordinary routine”.
·Personal Selling: This is defined as the sellers promotionalpresentation conducted on a
person-to-person basis with the buyer i.e. a directface-to-face form of promotion.
·Advertising: This is a non-personal sales presentation usually directed to a largenumber of
potential customers with identified sponsor. It involves the massmedia such as newspaper,
television, radio, magazine etc.
·Product:This is  def ined as a bundle of  physical ,  serv ice and symbol ic
characteristicsdesigned to produce consumer want satisfaction.
·Production: This refers to the volume, value or quantity of goods and servicesproduced in
a given period by a worker, plant, firm or economy. It is the sumtotal of the results achieved
by the various factors used together. 
·Productivity: This is concerned merely with the total value or volume of output
orproduction.
·Innovation: This is the creation of new ideas to keep an organization healthy orthe
introduction of something new like product, policy or procedure.
·Price:This is defined as an exchange value of a good or service. The value of anitem, then,
is what it can be exchange for the market place.
·Programmes: This is a specific plan diverse to meet a particular situation. It isa
combination of policies, procedures, rules, budget, task, assignment etc. forthe specific
purpose of carrying out a particular course of actions.
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